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ACTUALITY OF WAVES AND WIND 

 

AHMAD: When we start everything is okay.  Weather is good. 

And after a few hours, there started a storm. 

 

MAN: The big wave come and fill the boat, my boat fill.  I 

and wife and two children go in the water. 

  

KENYON: You’re all in the sea, you’re all in the English Channel 

- you, two young children and your wife.  Did you have life jackets?  

 

MAN: No, no, no, no, we don’t have jacket, we don’t have. 

  

KENYON: This programme is about desperate people attempting a 

desperate and dangerous journey, by sea, to the UK. 

Could you see the coast of England? 

 

AHMAD: Yes, yes.  I know where is England and where is 

Dover, but the engine is off.  Engine is turned off. 
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KENYON: Why was the engine off? 

 

AHMAD: Because this boat for five person, we were nine person. 

  

KENYON: Since Christmas, at least two hundred people have tried 

it. 

 

AHMAD: Woman and her husband start crying and said, ‘We 

will die,’ and I said, ‘Please, don’t say this because now we are alive. You have to have 

hope.’  

 

KENYON: And what happened to your daughter?  Why is she in 

hospital now? 

 

AHMAD: He, my daughter and my son and my wife, very, very 

bad because maybe 1 litre, 2 litre drink water. 

 

MUSIC 

 

KENYON: Some of the people attempting that journey are 

children and somehow made their way here, to a migrant camp near Calais, by themselves. 

 

ACTUALITY AT CALAIS CAMP 

 

KENYON: The scene is barely conceivable.  An unaccompanied 

13 year old Afghan boy, living rough on a desolate migrant camp in Calais, risking his life 

time and again, trying make the perilous sea crossing to England.  

  

BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]: He feel very scared here because he’s alone, he’s very 

young, he don’t have a lot of friend or anything. 
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KENYON: There’s a system in place that should protect 

vulnerable children like him - boys and girls who have fled war or persecution at home and 

headed for the UK.  But we’ve discovered it’s failing, leaving children to fend for themselves 

on scraps of wasteland in northern France.  

  

EXTRACT FROM 10 O’CLOCK NEWS 

 

NEWSREADER: Thousands of migrants are on the move from the 

Jungle camp in Calais as the authorities prepare to demolish it. 

 

KENYON: You’ll remember the notorious Calais Jungle which 

was demolished in the autumn of 2016.  Well, we are just entering one of the camps that has 

sprung up to replace it - a kind of Jungle mark II.  It’s a windy day here and there are about 

500 people hanging around in the mud and the litter, building fires, sleeping in tents donated 

by charities.  In many ways it’s worse than before.  Now when the original Jungle was 

bulldozed, hundreds of unaccompanied children streamed out.  It provoked a landmark 

commitment from the British Government to protect minors desperate to claim asylum in the 

UK, but unable to get there.  Now, the children of Jungle mark II are a test of that 

commitment.  But the French say they’re going to demolish this camp in the next 48 hours. 

  

HAMID: My name is Hamid, I am sixteen [laugh], from Iran.   

 

KENYON: It’s not his real name.  All the children in this 

programme have been given false names to protect their identities.  Despite the circumstances 

though, Hamid is happy to have a joke. 

I want to hear all the words he can say in English.  Let’s hear them. 

 

HAMID AND OTHERS: [LAUGHTER]  Hello …. Bad word. 

 

KENYON: Oh okay, maybe not swear words.  Well, he can have a 

go.  Okay.  I want him to give us the full list of his English words.  I want to know his 

vocabulary here. 
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HAMID: Hello, how are you, good, thank you, no problem, 

where are you from? Good, very very bad, very very good.  Finish [laughs]. 

 

KENYON: Manchester United? 

 

HAMID: Yes, yes, good. 

 

KENYON: Who do you support? 

 

HAMID: Chelsea. 

 

KENYON: Chelsea, okay. 

 

MAN: We are Chelsea and we are the best [laughter]. 

 

KENYON: Hamid’s fallen in with a group of older boys, laughing 

nervously like it’s his first day at school.  He’s bulky, under layers of second-hand 

waterproofs, but his face, with pimples and downy hair, is unmistakably teenage.  The 

laughter quickly stops when I ask about home.  Our translator is from British charity, 

Care4Calais. 

Tell me about the final conversation you had with your mum before you left.  What did you 

say?  

 

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: When he was leaving, his father was crying.  He was 

very sad that he leaving, himself he was crying too, because he was going to be far from his 

family, but he was excited at the same time because he was leaving the country.  He was hug 

his mother and she was crying now and sometimes he talk with them behind the telephone.  

They are asking, they want him to come back, but they don’t have any choice, he cannot go 

back. 

 

KENYON: Can you show us where you live?  Take us over, okay.  

So he’s just leading us across the front of the camp here, just next to the main road where the 

police have been patrolling today and across little mounds of waste, and we have got a 

tangerine coloured camping tent.  It’s not in a bad state actually.  Okay, you’ve kept it very 
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KENYON cont: clean.  You’ve got a couple of sleeping bags and three 

or four rucksacks in there.  Which is your, where are your belongings? 

 

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: There are three persons living here. 

 

KENYON: Three persons.  Right, well, I can tell you that that is 

just about wide enough for three people, as long as they don’t turn over in the middle of the 

night.  It’s, I mean it’s clean but it’s grim and you wouldn’t want to stay there for more than a 

couple of nights.  How long have you been sleeping in that for?  

 

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: Six months.  It’s very cold here.  It’s rain every day, 

most of the days.  It’s very dirty here, there is no shower, there is no toilet that they can go to 

use it, and there’s no school for him to go, and when he’s out here there is many people from 

many different nationalities - African, Afghan or other nationalities.  They don’t understand 

the language, they cannot communicate between each other, so it’s very hard to be a part here 

without any help or anything.  

  

KENYON: Hamid says he left Iran because it was too dangerous 

to stay but, as you might expect with a child, he’s uncertain why.  Everyone you’ll hear in 

this programme wants to claim asylum in Britain.  But that requires some context.  The vast 

majority arriving on the shores of Europe claim asylum in Italy, Greece, Germany.  Only a 

small number continue northwards towards the Channel in the hope of applying for 

protection in Britain, like Hamid. 

Where do you want to go to? 

 

HAMID: England. 

 

KENYON: But why?  Why do you want to go to England? 

 

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: So he has family, not really very close, far family in 

England, and he don’t have any other family living in Europe.  He have just family in 

England and other reason is because all his friends, they go to England and he thinks England 

is good, because of English, he can, is the first language and he thinks he has the possibility 

to study, go back to the school and have a good future. 
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KENYON: Even the children here have a loose understanding of 

how asylum works in Europe.  The most well-known law is enshrined in a piece of EU 

legislation called the Dublin III Regulation.  Its purpose is to rapidly determine which EU 

member state is responsible for processing an asylum claim and providing the transfer of an 

asylum seeker to that country.  If a person can prove they have close family in the UK, that’s 

a strong argument to claim asylum there.  It doesn’t mean they’ll necessarily get it, just that 

they’ll be allowed into the UK to try, thus avoiding dangerous journeys across the Channel. 

For adults, family ties usually mean a spouse or long-term partner.  For a child, it’s a little 

broader, including uncles, aunts, grandparents, siblings.  But Dublin III, as it’s known, is not 

as simple as it sounds.  Eleanor Harrison is from charity, Safe Passage, which campaigns to 

make the process easier. 

 

HARRISON: In terms of Dublin, if you have a family relative in the 

UK there is a series of criteria.  There is a best interests of a child assessment, so it has to be 

proven that it’s better for the child to be reunited with that family member and come to the 

UK than to be settled in the host nation or back at home.  They have to prove that it is highly 

likely they would get refugee status if they were to come to the UK.  There also has to be 

security checks and obviously that their family member is able to look after them.  You have 

to meet that criteria and obviously prove that the relative is truly a relative. 

 

KENYON: And is all this before you can actually set foot in the 

UK? 

 

HARRISON: Yes. 

 

KENYON: And then actually start proceedings properly there? 

 

HARRISON: Yes. 

 

KENYON: You don’t actually gain asylum in France, you just get 

permission to seek it in the UK? 
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HARRISON: Exactly.  So we’re not talking about a swift process.  

There are guidelines for how long these cases should take and they are being exceeded at 

present. 

  

KENYON: So it’s the children who fail to get into the formal 

process who end up living rough.  Charities say there are 150 of them right now in Calais and 

Dunkirk.  But it may not be because of a weakness in their case, but because of a weakness in 

the system.  For Hamid, though, even he can see his relatives in England are too distant for 

him to qualify.  And so, with his options narrowing, he’s taking the lead from his new 

friends.  They’re climbing onto cross-channel lorries, and they’re good at it. 

Tell me about the people who went the most recently. 

  

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: Last week, three of his close friends, they were almost 

same age as him, they got through, but there was five in total.  

 

KENYON: So five of your friends went last week and three of 

them were underage?  Younger than 18?  How old were they? 

  

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: One of 17, one of 16 and one 16-and-a-half.   

 

KENYON: And do you know if they were successful?  Did they 

make it to the UK? 

 

HAMID [VIA INTERPRETER]: Yes. 

 

KENYON: In another part of the camp, we’ve found a young boy  

standing alone near a wood fire.  Wide, haunted eyes staring from beneath a blue hoody, his 

mouth barely moves when he speaks, as if the effort is just too much.  It turns out he is from 

Sudan.  He speaks no English, but a man from a neighbouring tent knows him and he has 

agreed to translate. 

 

INTERPRETER: Ask him.  You want to ask him some questions? 

 

KENYON: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  How old are you? 
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BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]: 16. 

 

KENYON: You’re 16.  And just tell us why you left home without 

your parents? 

 

BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]: He has war, he has problems in his country. 

 

KENYON: Why asylum in the UK?  Why not here? 

 

BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]: Because he has his brother there and he wants to be 

with his brother.  

  

KENYON: A brother already in the UK would give him a strong 

case under the Dublin III regulation, if he can prove it.  As we spoke, he produced a piece of 

official paperwork.  With many youngsters it’s difficult to establish age, but here it clearly 

says he’s 16.  But the brother won’t be so straightforward to prove.  These are chaotic lives - 

families scattered, telephone numbers lost, stories that don’t fit neatly into boxes. 

Whereabouts is your brother? 

  

BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]: Now he doesn’t have any contact with his brother, he’s 

in Britain but he don’t know where he is now.   Okay, every time he tries to go by the 

camion, he lose his things.  For that he lose all contact, he loses his stuff. 

 

KENYON: When you say camion, you mean the lorry, when he 

tries to …? 

  

INTERPRETER: The lorry, yeah.  Camion is a lorry, yeah.  

  

KENYON: He says he was in the system for five or six months, 

waiting for a decision, but lost patience.  The lorries seemed like a better bet.  In fact, there’s 

another landmark procedure which should enable some of these children to access the UK 

without family ties.  It’s a piece of humanitarian legislation named after its architect, Lord 

Alf Dubs, a Labour politician who has a personal interest. 
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DUBS: I came on a Kindertransport from, from Prague in the 

summer of 1939 at the age of six to Britain and Britain has been very hospitable to me.  I’m 

enormously grateful to Britain for the warm welcome I received and for the safety I had here.  

But my background as an unaccompanied child refugee must have been some influence and 

it’s certainly made it harder for the Government to shoot down my arguments, because if they 

criticise unaccompanied child refugees, they’re sort of criticising me, so it’s been helpful.  

 

KENYON: The Dubs amendment, as it’s known, is part of the 

2016 Immigration Act and was passed as the Jungle was being shut down and world attention 

was focused on Europe’s migrant crisis - not just the scale of it, but the conditions, 

particularly for unaccompanied children.  Whilst removing the need for family ties, as 

required under Dublin III, it’s still no free pass. 

What are the criteria for getting on Dubs, if you like, as people call it? 

 

DUBS: Well, that they are unaccompanied child refugees in, 

who are currently in France, in Italy or particularly in Greece now and that are under 18.  I 

mean, those are the main criteria.  They’ve obviously got to have some basis for being 

refugees as well. 

 

KENYON: But the younger you are, the more vulnerable you are, 

the more likely you are to get on – would that be fair? 

 

DUBS: I would hope that’s the way it’s being applied, yes.  It’s 

based on vulnerability certainly.    

 

KENYON: Campaigners wanted to transfer 3,000 unaccompanied 

minors from across Europe to the UK - a fraction of the number spread across Greece, Italy, 

and France.  But the Government applied a far lower cap. 

  

DUBS: They’ve arbitrarily capped the number at 480 because 

they’ve said local authorities cannot find enough foster places.  Well, I’m afraid I’ve found, 

and with the NGOs we’ve found a number of local authorities that are happy to take more 

children, so that’s not a very sound argument.  When the amendment was passed, the then 
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DUBS cont: Government Immigration minister said to me, we 

propose to accept the letter and the spirit of your amendment, and it is my contention they 

have since then done no such thing.   Parliament passed the legislation and I think the 

Government should step up to the mark and give effect to it. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CALAIS 

    

KENYON: Back in Calais, an impromptu cricket match has broken 

out amongst the children - tin cans for stumps on a public road.  Ali is an Iranian boy with a 

round, solemn face, and a bramble of black hair.  He’s begun packing his meagre possessions 

into a plastic bag, ready to move on.  He’s 17 years old, potentially within the scope of the 

Dubs amendment.  But the low cap imposed on numbers has raised the bar of eligibility.  For 

some who might have hoped to be beneficiaries, things are very different on the ground. 

Do you know there’s a system here for claiming asylum in Britain from France, because 

you’re still a minor? 

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: Yes, he knows. 

  

KENYON: Have you started, have you tried to get into the system?  

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: Yes, he know about that and he tried to go and ask 

questions, but it’s going to take 6 or 7 months maybe and he’s afraid he wait and then he’s 

going to be 18 and then they say it’s very late for him.  

  

KENYON: Ali says he was referred to a shelter for children in 

Saint Omer.  It seems he’s been in the system.  

What’s it like, Saint Omer?  Just describe it. 

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: It’s very bad to stay there, it’s not good at all. 

  

KENYON: Why did you not want to stay there? 

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: He had been there for four days, he feel very lonely.  

He was alone. That is why he leave.   
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KENYON: He should have been given the option of accessing the 

Dubs scheme.  But, for all its good intentions, his calculation is that, due to delays, it can’t 

help him.  Again, a Channel crossing beckoned.  A few weeks ago, he paid a group of people 

smugglers without knowing what transportation they would provide.   

  

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: The people smuggler take them next to the beach and 

they tried to go to England.  When they arrive here, they go in a boat and then they push it for 

like 1kilometre or something like that in the water, and then the engine it wasn’t function. 

They tried to come back without engine, like using hands or anything, and then that was 

when he was fall down in the water.  

  

KENYON: It was mid-winter.  Conditions would have been 

treacherous.  

Can you swim?  

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: Yes, a little bit.  

 

KENYON: But how far did you swim?  

 

ALI [VIA INTERPRETER]: Maybe 5 or 10 minutes and then the waves take him 

back to the beach.  

 

KENYON: We met several children who had been to the refuge at 

Saint Omer, and had quickly become disillusioned and left, and it’s working beyond full 

capacity.  NGOs in Calais told us that, last year, they contacted the centre on more than 200 

occasions with emergency referrals and were told it was full.  Here’s Lord Dubs again. 

  

DUBS: Well, I think it’s very, very depressing, because if they 

think there’s some relative safety in St Omer as a stepping stone to getting to this country, 

then to be turned away there, what are they going to do?  Sleep under the trees again?  And 

that’s very dangerous, and obviously what we’ve been arguing is that we should keep open 

the legal paths to safety, because we know some of the children have been killed, they’ve 

died trying to get over here illegally.  It’s not anything we would recommend.  But I  
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DUBS cont: understand their frustration if they are stuck there when 

they feel they should be entitled to come to Britain based on our legislation.   

  

ACTUALITY ON FERRY 

 

KENYON: We’re on the ferry, on our way back to the UK, and 

there’s just been an extraordinary event in Calais.  Around a hundred migrants tried to rush a 

ferry, clambering onto every deck and even scaling high on the funnels.  Now partly it was an 

exasperated effort to reach the UK, partly a demonstration, and it was flagged up swiftly at a 

little known agency on the other side of the Channel, a kind of MI5 of the seas - the UK’s 

National Maritime Information Centre or NIMIC as they call it.  And that’s where I’m on my 

way to now - the first journalist to be allowed inside. 

 

ACTUALITY AT NIMIC 

 

KENYON: They say NIMIC isn’t secret - they prefer the word 

discreet.  It’s pure Cold War architecture - satellite dishes, endless corridors, security fences.   

The NIMIC’s job is to bring together intelligence from multiple agencies.  There are police 

here, coastguard, Border Force.  Eamon Fanning is embedded with NIMIC from the National 

Crime Agency, and he showed me round.  

Okay, so we’re just walking along this corridor now and there are certain rooms that we’re 

not allowed to go into, because I think there’s some operation ongoing at the moment. 

 

FANNING: Erm, yes, something else has kicked off completely out 

of the blue, so … 

 

KENYON: I can see that.  I can see it’s getting busy, but you can 

show us in one of these and just give us a sense of what tasks are performed here. 

 

FANNING: The office next door is the operational command, so 

this is where the Border Force fleet of cutters is managed and coordinated from, so they’ve 

got visuals of where their boats are. 
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KENYON: So that’s giving us an overview, if you like, of what’s 

happening now on the English Channel, is it? 

 

FANNING: Yes. 

 

KENYON: Would you see a migrant boat on there, a small 

inflatable? 

 

FANNING: No, not at all.  They’re just too small to pick up. 

 

KENYON: But what I can see from those monitors is just how 

busy the English Channel is. 

 

FANNING: It’s the M25, yeah, it’s probably one of the busiest, if 

not the busiest, shipping lanes in the world. 

 

KENYON: And it just gives me a sense, having spent time with 

the migrants on the other side of the Channel, of just how dangerous it is to try and navigate 

through that. 

 

FANNING: For a small boat, such as is being used by the migrants, 

you know they are small inflatable boats, they are not meant to be at sea at all, they are the 

tenders for yachts.  They are meant to do short trips from, you know, from the back of your 

yacht into the local restaurant.  They’re not supposed to be crossing the Channel.  What they 

are doing is the equivalent of trying to jaywalk across the M25 at 5 o’clock on a Friday night. 

  

KENYON: The UK is stepping up patrols on the Channel, with 

two cutters being relocated from the Mediterranean in time for the expected upturn in 

numbers in spring and summer.  Eamon Fanning has been on board UK patrol boats looking 

for migrant crossings. 

  

FANNING: What we are doing is getting as close as we can safely 

to that small vessel, trying to make visual and verbal communication with whoever is on 

board and offer them the facility of getting out of that dinghy and getting onto our vessel. 
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FANNING cont: Some are taking up that offer, more recently most are 

deciding that they are just going to keep going and ignore both the UK and the French assets 

that are pulling up alongside them. 

  

KENYON: There’s a paradox here, isn’t there, which is that the 

tighter you make controls in Dover and other ports, there’s a displacement, it’s more likely 

the migrants will take other routes and dinghies are one of those ways? 

 

FANNING: Dinghies is what we are seeing at the moment and 

obviously we have got a lot of resources focused on that particular area of the south east 

coast.  If that were strengthened even further then, yes, I take your point – what we would 

call the press down, pop up syndrome.  If we press down on an issue in one place, it will pop 

up somewhere else, so at the moment we are seeing small boats cross the Channel.  If that 

was completely curtailed, we might see people moving more to the back of lorries or other 

routes into the UK. 

 

KENYON: It’s the clampdown in ports which is partly responsible 

for this recent spike in dinghy crossings.  The criminality can start way back down the line in 

source countries like Iran and Afghanistan, with gangs extorting large sums of money for the 

journey to Europe, with little regard for life.  And now British criminals have spotted a gap in 

the market.  

 

SIMON: My name is Simon, that’s not my real name.  I was 

recently convicted for being part of a people smuggling gang  

   

KENYON: Although convicted, he’s an unlikely conspirator - a 

family man with his own business and no previous criminal convictions.  He’s large in frame, 

but carries himself with the embarrassed air of a scolded child.  We met him outside a rural 

pub in Bedfordshire.  He told us it all began when he met a man called Thomas Mason. 

 

SIMON: When I first met him, he was like me - a small business 

owner, family man.  I thought he was a really good guy.  We got on really well.  He was just 

a normal person, just a really nice guy.  
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KENYON: The picture you’re painting is not what people would 

normally imagine of a people smuggler.  They would have a very different idea. You’re 

describing a family man, very normal, quite calm, considered. 

 

SIMON: That is at the time what I believed. And even now I 

find it hard to associate the things I’ve been told he’s done, willing to do, to be quite difficult 

sometimes, only because I’ve seen a little of that with my own eyes. 

 

KENYON: In fact Thomas Mason already had a conviction for 

people smuggling several years ago.  He’d kept in contact with his co-conspirators and last 

year, some of the gang decided to get back together.  Two members from Vietnam were able 

to provide a supply of desperate migrants willing to pay large sums of money to cross Europe 

to the UK.  Simon says he initially had no intention of being part of it, but he’d loaned 

Thomas Mason a large sum of money and was told he’d never get it back unless he 

cooperated.  It was all done, he says, under duress. 

What did he tell you he was planning?  

 

SIMON: That he was going to bring some people that could 

afford to come to the UK into the country. 

 

KENYON: But he was essentially telling you he was going to do 

some people smuggling?  

 

SIMON: Effectively, yes.  

 

KENYON: And when he told you that, why didn’t you say no, not 

interested, this is illegal?  

 

SIMON: That conversation did happen, but it was very much,  

I’m doing this regardless - if you want to see any money, you just need to keep your mouth 

shut, it’s got nothing to do with you.  But then obviously I had to stay friends with him 

because it was the only way I was going to see any money.  The fact is he wasn’t paying me 

anything. 
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KENYON: So by this time he owed you quite a lot, you’d lent him 

something like, what £20,000?  And your main interest, from what you’re saying, is getting 

the money back and therefore staying friends with him?  

 

SIMON: Yeah, and if I ever expressed any doubts it was very 

much, you know, if you start talking or you start blabbing, you and your family are going to 

be in trouble.  The only way of you seeing your money or getting out of this is, again, just 

keep your mouth shut and do what I say. 

 

KENYON: Mason persuaded his friend to help him amass a 

smuggler’s tool kit.  

 

SIMON: He asked me to buy a navigation device, like a satnav 

but for the sea.  Eventually he asked me to buy a Honda engine. 

  

KENYON: Under cover of night, Thomas Mason made test trips 

into the Channel to acquaint himself with routes, currents and his new Zodiac dinghy.  Then, 

one night in June last year, Simon was told to go and pick up four Vietnamese people waiting 

in Paris.  Thomas Mason was planning to pilot the boat himself. 

 

SIMON: He told me to follow him, so I followed him down to 

this river.  It wasn’t far.  He had this small boat, there was no lights on it, there was no life 

jackets, there was no nothing.  It just looked like a big rubber dinghy to me.  It just didn’t 

look big enough for the four people going in it. 

  

KENYON: It was then that Simon had a crisis of conscience. 

  

SIMON: This is the point where I realised exactly what I was 

doing.  There was no hiding from it in my mind at this point.  You know, just looking at this 

small boat, seeing those four people - where on earth are they going to fit on this?  What are 

they going to hold onto?  No life jackets and I just couldn’t do it. 
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KENYON: Simon drove hurriedly away with the migrants still in 

the car.  He was stopped by French police, and made a full confession.  The police accepted 

an element of coercion in what he’d done and Simon received a suspended sentence in the 

French courts and a fine.  But the conspiracy continued without him.  Mason and his gang 

were eventually caught last year after landing four migrants on a remote beach in Kent.  At  

St Alban’s Crown Court, the gang were all convicted of people smuggling.  Mason received 

eight years in jail.  He was one of 25 convictions in the last twelve months. 

  

DOWDALL: We know that migrants have been paying anything 

from £5,000 upwards for a place on a small boat to get to the UK. 

  

KENYON: Tom Dowdall is the Deputy Director of the National 

Crime Agency and takes the lead on Organised Immigration Crime. 

£5,000 upwards?  And they can bring in, what, six to eight in a dinghy at the moment? 

 

DOWDALL: We’ve seen nine to fifteen, erm … 

 

KENYON: They would see it as a good night’s work.  A profitable 

night’s work. 

 

DOWDALL: They, they could absolutely see that as a profitable 

adventure.  If you look at the large numbers of migrants who are moving throughout the 

world and the fact that in some instances they will be preyed upon by immigration crime 

offenders, you can see why criminals are adapting their business model in order to be able to 

look at that.  

   

KENYON: Like many others we met making this programme, he’s 

particularly concerned about the exploitation of unaccompanied children along the routes. 

 

DOWDALL: That is a real concern.  We know in the past that they 

have been subject to abuse along the way.  They are exceptionally vulnerable, so the ability to 

be able to identify unaccompanied children along all of the legs of the journey are really 

important, not least in Northern France. 
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KENYON: When you say abuse, you mean sexual abuse of minors 

here? 

 

DOWDALL: So, we have seen some evidence of sexual abuse, but 

certainly violence, coercion, labour exploitation they’ve been subject to.  

   

KENYON: Back in Calais, it’s the night before the mass evictions.   

Some are wearily packing their bags, they’ve seen it all before.  Among them, we find the 

youngest unaccompanied child on the camp.  Asadi is from Afghanistan and he is just 13.  He 

says he was referred to the children’s shelter at Saint Omer. 

When he went to Saint Omer, I just want to know what happened to him when he went and 

present himself?  Did they interview him?  What did they do? 

  

ASADI [VIA INTERPRETER]: He was going to Saint Omer to take shower and eat 

something and then they told him, because he’s very young, he has the right to go legally to 

England, and then when they ask him about himself, who he is and does he have any relative 

in England, so he told them no, he don’t have any brother there, he don’t have any family, 

any member, any relative in England, they told him, sorry, we cannot help you without 

having any family in England, you cannot go legally. You cannot ask for going to England 

again.  You should have someone. 

 

DUBS: I think it’s very frustrating because it’s, whoever told 

him that is being dishonest.    

 

KENYON: It’s not clear whether Asadi received that advice at the 

shelter or from another agency.  But Lord Dubs says confusion seems more commonplace 

now than during the original Jungle. 

DUBS: When I went to the Jungle the first time, the NGOs 

working there, and there was a functioning Jungle, terrible conditions but it was all there, 

thousands of people, thousands of kids, and the kids had been told about the amendment and 

there was hope for them.  That was to dissuade them from going on the back of a truck, it was 

to dissuade them from doing other than choosing the legal path, which is what we all wanted. 
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KENYON: Asadi wandered back into the camp, watching 

anxiously the increased police presence. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAMP, DOG BARKING 

 

KENYON: Whilst we’ve been standing here, six or seven police 

vans have gone in with what look like sort of riot police.  It looks as though they pass by 

quite a lot just to try and create the atmosphere that, you know, the clearance might happen at 

any time.   

Okay, thank you so much for that.  I want to shake his hand.  Well done for the interview. 

 

ASADI [VIA INTERPRETER]: Good.  You’re welcome, you’re welcome. 

 

KENYON: This is a 13 year old, he feels the door is shut in his 

face and then he’s back on the camp with all the vulnerabilities we’ve spoken about. 

 

DUBS: Well, they’re very vulnerable in the camp and they’re 

very vulnerable if they try and make the crossing on the back of a lorry in Calais.  It is a very 

dangerous thing and I shudder and I grieve for the kids who are having this terrible time.  

Some of them had a desperately long journey to find safety somewhere in Europe and now 

they’re being denied the chance to take that final step for safety. 

   

KENYON: People will say a lot of these unaccompanied minors – 

and indeed all the people in this camp – have been through safe countries before they’ve got 

to France.  Why haven’t they claimed asylum there? 

 

DUBS: Well, the difficulty is that if they went to safe countries 

and stayed there, they would all be in Greece and Italy, because that’s where they’ve got to 

and some would be in Spain.  The Greeks have got thousands of people in refugee camps in 

very difficult circumstances.  The Greeks aren’t able to cope, they’re a very poor country.  

The Italians are having difficulties, their Government is turning boats away so they’re going 

to Spain.  No, no, I think the argument about the first safe country, which used to be the 

principle underlying the Geneva Convention, that’s had to be superseded by the fact that it 
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DUBS cont: doesn’t make sense.  European countries should, I 

believe, cooperate.  We should cooperate across the board and share responsibility. 

  

KENYON: File on 4 has discovered not only is there a failure to 

advise children of their rights, there are blockages right through the system.  But it’s not just 

in France, it’s also in Italy and Greece, where the Dubs scheme also operates.  According to 

the charity Safe Passage, around 30 children are stuck in emergency accommodation after 

already meeting the Dubs criteria.  In other words, they’re green lit for entry to the UK, but 

it’s just not happening.  We asked the Home Office why, and to explain how the blockages 

are being tackled.  They declined an interview, but gave us a statement instead.  In it they 

say: ‘We remain fully committed to delivering on our commitment to relocate the specified 

number of 480 children under the Dubs amendment as soon as possible.’ 

    

DUBS: They’ve not been doing it as soon as possible for a 

long time now and the whole thing seems to have got stuck.  There are very few coming and 

they’re coming incredibly slowly.  There’s no ‘as soon as possible’ in this.  I vary between 

getting tearful and upset and getting angry.  You know, it’s, it’s so frustrating.  We can offer 

a life to young people, everything is in place to do that.  Why can’t we just get on with it?  

It’s not a big ask of this country, we should do it and the Government should step up to the 

mark and do what they’re committed to doing. 

  

ACTUALITY AT CAMP 

 

KENYON: Meanwhile the camp clearance was beginning. 

What’s happening? 

 

MAN: The police come and take the tent. 

   

KENYON: It was eerily quiet, despite the arrival of armed police, 

the men and boys from the camp left without a fuss, melting away quietly in all directions. 

So there’s three police vans have just arrived and they’ve come to the side of the camp and 

there’s two or three others, actually 4, 5, 6 others coming from the other direction with 

flashing lights.  So they are getting out of the back now and they are actually in full riot gear  
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KENYON cont: and one of the chief officers is coming over to me for a 

chat.  Hello, I’m from the BBC.  How are you? 

 

POLICEMAN: Bonjour monsieur. 

 

KENYON: Bonjour. 

 

POLICEMAN:  [SPEAKS FRENCH] 

 

KENYON: So they’re just moving us on to behind the cordon.  If 

you’re a 13 year old boy like the one we saw yesterday, this is an intimidating situation.  

These are armed police and, you know, this is something that would be so disorientating, so 

upsetting for youngsters and they’re being moved on.  And as we were leaving, I spotted a 

familiar face in the crowd. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

KENYON: Right, we’re just driving away from the camp and 

there’s migrants streaming down the road, and other people have set up camps along this road 

already, and actually there is somebody there I’ve just seen.  Hang on.  How are you, are you 

okay?  We’ve just bumped into the 16 year old boy, or one of the 16 year olds that we were 

….  Say again? 

 

BOY: Police danger. 

 

KENYON: Police danger, he is saying.  Are you okay.  He looks 

alarmed and disorientated and frightened. 

In scrubland not far away, they are already pitching their tents on a fresh site.  The cycle is 

starting again.  The delays, the blockages in the system - these are just bumps at the end of an 

already long and hazardous road.  [MUSIC] But none of those have solved the problem or 

stemmed the flow of migrants.  Although they’ve been moved on, those we spoke to remain 

unmoved in their determination to complete their journeys. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?  What do you think you’ll be doing?  
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BOY [VIA INTERPRETER]:  He thinks he’s going to be successful and have a good 

life.  

 

KENYON: Where?  

 

BOY: English.  London.   

 

INTERPRETER: Even if he stays here for 10 years, he’s going to go to 

England.  His objective is England and he want to go to England by any cost.  

    

 


